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Replication variance estimation after sample-based 

calibration 

Jean D. Opsomer and Andreea L. Erciulescu1 

Abstract 

Sample-based calibration occurs when the weights of a survey are calibrated to control totals that are random, 

instead of representing fixed population-level totals. Control totals may be estimated from different phases of 

the same survey or from another survey. Under sample-based calibration, valid variance estimation requires 

that the error contribution due to estimating the control totals be accounted for. We propose a new variance 

estimation method that directly uses the replicate weights from two surveys, one survey being used to provide 

control totals for calibration of the other survey weights. No restrictions are set on the nature of the two 

replication methods and no variance-covariance estimates need to be computed, making the proposed method 

straightforward to implement in practice. A general description of the method for surveys with two arbitrary 

replication methods with different numbers of replicates is provided. It is shown that the resulting variance 

estimator is consistent for the asymptotic variance of the calibrated estimator, when calibration is done using 

regression estimation or raking. The method is illustrated in a real-world application, in which the 

demographic composition of two surveys needs to be harmonized to improve the comparability of the survey 

estimates. 

 

Key Words: Fishing; Hunting and wildlife watching surveys; Raking; Regression estimation; Replicate construction. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Variance estimation methods for complex surveys include linearization and replication methods. Some 

of the practical advantages of replication methods include the facts that multiple weight adjustments such 

as nonresponse adjustments and calibration are readily incorporated into the estimates, that detailed design 

information does not need to be released in the public-use datasets, and that data users can readily obtain 

variance estimates for wide classes of estimators without the need for derivations. There are numerous 

replication methods in use, with the appropriate choice of method dictated by the sampling design and the 

estimation objectives of the survey. We refer to Wolter (2007) for an overview of the types of variance 

estimation replication methods. 

The problem we are addressing in this article is how to incorporate calibration into replication variance 

estimation, when the calibration control totals are themselves random and their variance is also estimated 

by a replication method. This problem occurred because we (the authors) were working with two surveys 

on the same topic and for the same target population, for which we were tasked with producing a unified 

set of estimates. 

The first survey is the 2016 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated Recreation 

(FHWAR). This survey, conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau, used successive difference replication 

(SDR), which is a variant of balanced repeated replication (BRR). SDR was originally proposed in Fay 
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and Train (1995) and is frequently used for Census Bureau surveys. The second survey is the 2016 50-

state Survey of FHWAR, conducted by the Rockville Institute, the nonprofit affiliate of Westat. This 

survey used Delete-A-Group Jackknife (DAGJK) as the replication method (Kott, 2001). 

The two 2016 FHWAR surveys were fielded concurrently using different modes of data collection, 

specifically to allow for comparison between the two and for subsequent reconciliation of the estimates. 

The National survey used a combination of telephone and in-person data collection and had a sample size 

sufficient to produce estimates at the census division level. The 50-state survey was a mail-based survey 

and, as its name implies, had a sample size sufficient to produce estimates at the state level. However, 

these differences in mode, together with further differences including other survey implementation 

aspects, subsampling strategies and estimation methods, led to substantial and often statistically 

significant differences in the estimates, with typically higher estimates in the 50-State Survey than in the 

National Survey. See Fish and Wildlife Service and Census Bureau (2018) and Rockville Institute (2018) 

for more details about the two FHWAR surveys. 

As noted above, we were responsible for developing a calibration approach to “align” the estimates 

from the two surveys, in the sense of producing estimates at the state level based on the 50-state survey 

but compatible with those obtained from the National Survey. This, in turn, would make it possible to 

compare the 2016 state-level estimates to those from prior iterations of the National survey, which has 

been conducted since 1955 and with survey results that are directly comparable since 1991. One of the key 

steps in reconciling the estimates involved calibrating the demographic composition of the 50-state survey 

to that of the National survey, given that the latter was considered the “gold standard” in this application. 

To this end, a set of demographic estimates from the National survey were used as control totals for 

calibration of the 50-State survey. Because these control totals are themselves estimates, however, it was 

necessary to make sure that their variability is reflected in the variance estimates of the calibrated 50-State 

Survey estimates. This is an application of sample-based calibration (calibrating to random control totals). 

Sample-based calibration is typically seen in multi-phase surveys, in which the samples and the estimation 

methods can be coordinated. In the current setting, the two surveys are independent and have two sets of 

replicates created using different replication methods. 

There is a limited literature on how to account for sample-based calibration in replicate variance 

estimation. Fuller (1998) developed a replication variance estimator for two-phase samples, in which the 

phase two estimates are calibrated to phase one control totals. In this approach, the phase two replicates 

are modified by adjustments derived from the spectral decomposition of the phase one estimated variance-

covariance matrix of the control totals. Dever and Valliant (2010) and Dever and Valliant (2016) studied 

weight calibration to estimated control totals under a scenario where a (benchmark) survey is used to 

calibrate another (analytic) survey, which is more closely related to our setting. In the latter article, their 

simulation studies were developed for a generalized regression estimator, and linearization and jackknife 

replication variance estimation methods were compared. For the jackknife replication, the authors 

compared the performance of the Fuller (1998) adjustment and two adjustments based on draws from a 
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multivariate normal distribution: one using the full variance-covariance matrix of the control totals, and 

one using only the diagonal of this matrix. The latter approach had been proposed by Nadimpalli, Judkins 

and Chu (2004), but no theoretical justification was provided. The method was motivated by considering 

the asymptotic distribution of the estimated control totals, which is then used to generate “synthetic” 

versions of these estimates for use as replicate control totals. 

In this paper, we describe an approach to modify the replicates of the survey to be calibrated by using 

the replicates from the control survey directly. We show how this method can be used even when the 

replication methods and/or the number of replicates differ between the two surveys. Interestingly, Kott 

(2005) already made a brief mention of an approach that likewise uses the replicates directly, in the 

special case of both surveys using DAGJK with the same number of replicates. Unlike the methods in 

Fuller (1998) and Nadimpalli et al. (2004), these approaches do not require explicit calculation of the 

variance-covariance matrix of the control survey, greatly simplifying implementation in practice. In 

addition, they use valid calibrated totals, unlike the methods relying on draws from a normal distribution 

which can result in unstable or even unfeasible calibrated totals. 

More generally, methods for harmonizing estimates from two surveys can be viewed as an application 

of statistical data integration (SDI), (Lahiri, 2020), a set of methods used to combine multiple data 

sources to create improved or new estimates compared to what can be obtained from the separate datasets. 

While they did not use the term SDI, Lohr and Raghunathan (2017) give an overview of the state-of-the-

art tools available to perform most of the commonly encountered SDI activities. In a typical SDI 

application, the goal is the optimal combination of the information in the multiple data sources, which 

almost always involves creating an estimator that is different from those that are obtained from the 

separate sources. Methods to achieve this can be design-based, as in multi-frame estimation (Lohr and 

Rao, 2006) and composite regression estimation (Merkouris, 2004), or model-based (e.g., Raghunathan, 

Xie, Schenker, Parsons, Davis, Dodd and Feuer, 2007). Sample-based calibration falls in the design-based 

category, but also aims to reproduce the estimates from one of the data sources exactly. 

The remainder of the paper is as follows. The proposed method is developed under the setting of 

regression estimation in Section 2. Raking is another common calibration method and the one used for the 

two surveys of interest, so we extend the results to this setting in Section 3. In Section 4 we illustrate both 

the Fuller (1998) method and the proposed method using data from the two 2016 surveys of FHWAR. 

Section 5 provides overall conclusions. 

 
2. Sample-based regression calibration 
 

We consider a survey of a population U  with sample ,s  weights ,iw  target variables .iy  For a given 

survey estimator ̂  constructed using the weights ,iw  inference is conducted by replication, implemented 

through the provision of R  sets of replicate weights ( ) , =1, , ,r

iw r R  and variance estimation formula  
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 ( ) 2

=1

ˆ ˆ ˆˆ( ) = ( ) ,
R

r

r

V A  −  (2.1) 

where the 
( )ˆ r  are computed in the same manner as ̂  but replacing iw  by the ( ) .r

iw  The constant A  

depends on the replication method. For simplicity, we focus in what follows on the Horvitz-Thompson 

estimator of = ,y iU
t y  denoted by ˆ = .y i is

t y   In this case, many replication methods of the form 

(2.1) lead to a design consistent estimator of ˆVar ( ).yt  We will refer to this survey as the “primary 

survey”. 

We are interested in creating adjusted weights *

iw  that are calibrated to a set of control totals from a 

secondary survey of U  with sample ,Cs  weights .Ciw  An estimator from this survey is denoted by ˆ .C  

For the second survey, a replication-based variance estimator is also provided,  

 ( ) 2

=1

ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ( ) = ( ) ,
CR

r

C C C C C

r

V A  −   

with replicate weights ( ) , =1, , ,r

Ci Cw r R  and replication-specific constant .CA  The control variables will 

be denoted by ,ix  with estimated totals ˆ .Cxt  Using regression estimation as a framework for calibration, 

the adjusted estimator is  

 
*

, reg
ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆ= ( ) =T

y y Cx x i i

s

t t w y+ − t t β  (2.2) 

where 1ˆ = ( )T T

s s s s s s

−
β X WX X WY  with sX  a matrix with 

thi  row equal to ,T

ix  sW  a diagonal matrix with 
thi  entry iw  and sY  a vector containing the , .iy i s  Hence, the calibrated weights can be written as  

 ( )* 1ˆ ˆ= 1 ( ) ( ) .T T

i i Cx x s s s iw w −+ −t t X W X x  (2.3) 

We note that post-stratification is a special case of regression estimation, see Särndal, Swensson and 

Wretman (1992, Chapter 7.6). 

To obtain a variance estimator, we follow the traditional linearization approach for regression 

estimators with respect to the sampling design (see e.g., Särndal et al., 1992, Chapter 5.5). Under mild 

regularity conditions (such as design consistency of Horvitz-Thompson estimators and invertibility of 

required matrices), the linearized version of the regression estimator (2.2) is equal to the difference 

estimator,  

 
, diff

ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ= ( ) =T T

y y Cx x N Cx N et t t+ − +t t β t β  (2.4) 

where 1( )T T

N U U U U

−=β X X X Y  is the population target of β̂  and ˆ ( ).T

e i i i Ns
t w y= − x β  The variance of 

, diffŷt  is equal to  

 
,diff

ˆˆ ˆVar( ) = Var( ) Var( ) ,T

y e N Cx Nt t + β t β  (2.5) 
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since the two surveys are independent. This “linearized variance” is the variance of the asymptotic 

distribution of the regression estimator (2.2). In expression (2.5), the first variance term can be estimated 

using the replicates from the primary survey and the variance-covariance of the control totals in the 

second term can be estimated using the replicates from the secondary survey. Hence, the plug-in variance 

estimator  

 ˆ, reg
ˆ ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆ( ) = ( ) ( ) ,T

y e C CxV t V t V+β t β  (2.6) 

where ˆ
ˆˆ = ( ),T

e i i is
t w y − x β  can be used for asymptotically valid inference for , reg

ˆ .yt  

However, it is often not practical to maintain the two datasets and associated sets of replicates for 

variance estimation purposes. In the context of survey calibration, the organization in charge of creating 

the adjusted weights for the primary survey would often prefer to continue providing their dataset 

unchanged except for the new calibrated weights and associated replicate weights, so that data users can 

perform their analyses using traditional survey tools. Hence, it is of interest to create a single set of 

replicates for the primary survey that can be used to estimate the variance, while accounting for the fact 

that the control totals are themselves estimated from a different survey. 

We therefore propose to construct new replicates for the primary survey to estimate (2.5). Assume for 

now that .CR R  Starting from the replicate weights ( )r

iw  for the primary survey variance estimator, a 

replicate variance estimator of the first term in (2.6) is obtained by using the calibrated replicate weights  

 ( )*( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1

1
ˆ ˆ= 1 ( ) ( ) .r r r T T r

i i Cx x s s s iw w −+ −t t X W X x  (2.7) 

These replicate weights are obtained by repeating the calibration for each of the replicate weights ( )r

iw  and 

lead to consistent variance estimation for regression estimators, as discussed for the general case in Fuller 

(2009, Chapter 4). See also Valliant (1993) for the special case of post-stratification. 

The replicate weights *( )

1

r

iw  can be further modified to capture the second term in (2.6) as follows:  

 
*( ) *( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1

1
ˆ ˆ= ( ) ( ) ,r r r r T T r

i i r i Cx Cx s s s iw w a w −+ −t t X W X x  (2.8) 

with the constants ra  to be further defined below. Combining (2.7) and (2.8), the resulting replicate 

weights are  

 ( )*( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ= 1 ( ( ) ) ( ) .r r r r T T r

i i Cx r Cx Cx x s s s iw w a −+ + − −t t t t X W X x  (2.9) 

These weights are again obtained by applying the same calibration as for the original weights to each of 

the replicates, but with replicate control totals 
*( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ= ( ).r r

Cx Cx r Cx Cxa+ −t t t t  The resulting replicate estimates 

are  

 
( ) *( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

, reg
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ= = ( ) ( ) .r r r r T r r T r

y i i y Cx x r Cx Cx

s

t w y t a+ − + − t t β t t β   
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The constants ra  are chosen to account for the difference between the primary and control replication 

methods, in particular between CR  and R  and CA  and ,A  by letting  

 
=1, ,

=

0 = 1, , .

C
C

r

C

A
r R

a A

r R R




 +

 (2.10) 

This implies that for > ,Cr R  the replicate weights *( ) *( )

1

r r

i iw w=  in (2.8), i.e. the unadjusted control totals 

are used to calibrate the replicate weights. While the ra  are written with the first CR  values non-zero, this 

is for notational convenience only. The assignment of the replicates from the control survey to those of the 

primary survey should be randomized, to ensure that estimators and replicate estimators from both surveys 

remain independent regardless of the replication methods. 

Using the replicate weights (2.9) with constants (2.10), the replicate variance estimator (2.1) becomes  

 ( ) 2

, reg , reg , reg

=1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) = ( ) ,
R

r

y y y

r

V t A t t−  (2.11) 

Ignoring terms of smaller order as well as those with = 0,ra  this is approximately equal to  

 

( ) 2 ( ) ( )

ˆ ˆ, reg

=1 =1

( ) ( )

ˆ ˆ

=1

ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆ( ) ( ) .

CRR
r T r r T

y e e C Cx Cx Cx Cx

r r

R
r r T

r e e Cx Cx

r

V t A t t A

A a t t

 − + − −

+ − −

 



β t t t t β

t t β

  

The cross-term is likewise of smaller order because of the independence of the two surveys and the fact 

that ( )

ˆ ˆ=1
ˆ ˆ

R r

e er
t R t  and ( )

=1
ˆ ˆ .

CR r

Cx C Cxr
R  t t  Hence, the replicate variance estimator (2.11) inherits the 

design consistency of the original replication methods for both surveys and is design consistent for the 

linearized variance (2.5). 

Finally, we discuss the case when > .CR R  The above approach is readily extended to this case by 

repeating the R  replicates of the primary survey K  times, such that CR KR  with K  the smallest 

positive integer for which this inequality is satisfied. The resulting replicate variance estimator is of the 

same form as (2.1) but with R  replaced by KR  and A  is replaced by .A K  Then, the method discussed 

above applies directly to this new replicate variance estimator for the primary survey. For instance, if 

=120R  and = 150,CR  each replicate in the primary survey will be repeated = 2K  times, leading to 240 

replicates for the primary survey of which 150 will be modified. 

 
3. Sample-based raking calibration 
 

In the application to the two 2016 FHWAR surveys, we used raking rather than regression estimation 

for calibration. As for regression estimation, the goal is to create new raking controls for each of the 
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replicates, so that the replicate variance estimator for the primary survey accounts for the variability of the 

control totals from the secondary survey. The above results for regression estimation do not apply directly, 

but we can apply the same reasoning as in Deville and Särndal (1992) to show that they continue to hold 

for raking. Instead of relying on this general result, we will derive it here explicitly to show how to obtain 

the adjusted control totals for the replicates. 

For simplicity, we describe here the case in which we are controlling for the marginal counts in 

domains defined by the levels of 2 categorical variables, denoted a  and ,b  having K  and L  levels, 

respectively. In the primary survey, the estimated counts in the domains defined by the intersections of the 

two variables are ˆ = ( , ),
k la b i i k ls

N w a b  with ( , ) = 1i k la b  if element i  is in the domain defined by the 

intersection of ka  and lb  and 0 otherwise. The marginal estimated counts are defined analogously, 

ˆ = ( , )
ka i i ks

N w a   and ˆ = ( , ).
lb i i ls

N w b   We write ( )1 1( ), , ( ), ( ), , ( )
T

i i i K i i La a b b   =δ  for 

the vector of indicators for the marginal domains for element .i  The estimated marginal counts in the 

primary survey are 
1 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ= ( , , , , , )
K L

T

i i a a b bs
w N N N N=N δ  and the corresponding control totals from 

the secondary survey are 
1 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ= = ( , , , , , ) .
K LC

T

C Ci i Ca Ca Cb Cbs
w N N N NN δ  Using the classical raking 

ratio algorithm of Deming and Stephan (1940) until convergence, the raked weights for the primary 

survey can be written as  

 

* ˆ ˆ= exp( ) for ( , ) =1

ˆ= exp( )

k li i a b i k l

T

i i

w w u u a b

w

+

u δ
 

(3.1)
 

where 
1 1

ˆ ( , , , , , )
K L

T

a a b bu u u u=u  is a solution to the system of K L+  equations  

 
=1

=1

ˆ ˆexp( ) ( = 1, , )

ˆ ˆexp ( ) = ( = 1, , ).

k l k l k

k l k l l

L

a b a b Ca

l

K

a b a b Cb

k

N u u N k K

N u u N l L

+ =

+




 

(3.2)

 

The solution to these equations is not unique, so one of the unknowns can be set to 0 and an equation 

removed. This does not affect the values of exp( ),
k la bu u+  and we will set = 0

Lbv  and remove the last 

equation in what follows. 

There is no explicit expression for the solution to (3.2), but it can be approximated by using a 

linearization argument. Under the usual survey asymptotic framework that ensures design consistency of 

Horvitz-Thompson estimators, the ˆ
kau  and ˆ

lbu  converge to 0 as the sample sizes of the two surveys 

increase, so that expansion around 0 is valid. Doing so for the equations in (3.2), we approximate the 

reduced set of 1K L+ −  equations by  

 
1

1

ˆ ˆ(1 (1)) ( 1, , )

ˆ ˆ(1 (1)) ( 1, , 1),

k l k l k

k l k l l

L

a b a b p Ca

l

K

a b a b p Cb

k

N u u o N k K

N u u o N l L

=

=

+ + + = =

+ + + = = −
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which can be rewritten as  

 
=1

1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) (1 (1)) ( =1, , )

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) (1 (1)) ( =1, , 1).

k k k l l k k

l l k l k l l

L

a a a b b Ca a p

l

K

b b a b a Cb b p

k

N u N u N N o k K

N u N u N N o l L
=

+ = − +

+ = − + −




 

(3.3)

 

Ignoring the smaller order remainders, the solution to this system of linear equations can be written in the 

form 1ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ( ),C

−= −u J N N  where Ĵ  is a symmetric ( 1) ( 1)K L K L+ −  + −  matrix containing estimated 

domain counts readily obtained from the left-hand side of (3.3). Note that the resulting û  is not a linear 

estimator, because in the linearization we conditioned on ˆ .N  Finally, plugging û  into the expression (3.1) 

and linearizing again, we obtain  

 ( )* 1ˆ ˆ ˆ1 ( )T

i i C iw w − + −N N J δ  (3.4) 

and the estimator after raking is  

 
* 1

,rak
ˆ ˆ ˆˆ = ( ) .T T

y i i i i C s s s

s s

t w y w y − + −  N N J δ W Y  (3.5) 

Note that the size of the control variable iδ  and associated estimates is now 1,K L+ −  but we maintain 

the prior notation for simplicity. In (3.5), 
1ˆ T

s s s

−
J δ W Y  corresponds to β̂  in the regression estimator (2.2). 

This asymptotic equivalence between the raking estimator and the regression estimator with the same 

control totals was established by Deville and Särndal (1992). In particular, they provide sufficient 

conditions under which the asymptotic variance of the equivalent regression estimator can also be used for 

inference for the raking estimator. Hence, a variance estimator of the form (2.6) can be constructed, with 
1

ˆ
ˆˆ = ( ).T T

e i i i s s ss
t w y −− δ J δ W Y  

We now consider the construction of replicate weights for the primary survey that estimate the 

asymptotic variance of the raking estimator. As before, we construct new replicate control totals 
( )ˆ ˆ ˆ( )r

C r C Ca+ −N N N  using the replicate estimates 
( )ˆ r

CN  from the secondary survey. Each of the sets of 

replicate weights ( )r

iw  of the primary survey are adjusted by raking to its corresponding set of control 

totals, to obtain the *( )r

iw  and the raked replicate estimates ( )

, rak
ˆ .r

yt  Using the approximation in (3.5) for each 

replicate, we obtain that the resulting replication variance estimator is consistent for the asymptotic 

variance of the raking estimator. 

 
4. Application 
 

We return to the calibration problem encountered while bridging the two 2016 FHWAR surveys. For 

both surveys, the population is defined as individuals of ages 16 and older, living in U.S. households. The 

main data sources for this application are record-level data files, containing weights and replicate weights 

for both surveys. Using these datasets, we conducted an initial analysis and identified discrepancies in the 
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demographics, which we adjusted by sample-based raking. Estimated population totals constructed using 

the record-level data from the National survey were considered as random controls, for the crosstabs of 

census divisions (nine categories) and each of the following demographic variables: 

• residency: two categories corresponding to urban and rural classification,  

• age: eight categories corresponding to age ranges 16-17; 18-24; 25-34; 35-44; 45-54; 55-64; 65-

74, and 75+,  

• sex: two categories corresponding to male and female,  

• race-ethnicity: four categories corresponding to Hispanic, non-Hispanic White, non-Hispanic 

African American, and non-Hispanic all other,  

• annual income: nine categories corresponding to income ranges -$20,000; $20,000-$29,999; 

$30,000-$39,999; $40,000-$49,999; $50,000-$74,999; $75,000-$99,999; $100,000-$149,999; 

$150,000+, and not reported.  

 

For the application in this article, we use the 50-State survey public use file, which does not contain 

information on income. Therefore, we illustrate the proposed method in a slightly simplified setting here, 

using the crosstabs of census divisions and residency, age, sex, and race-ethnicity as the raking 

dimensions. We implemented both the Fuller (1998) method and the proposed calibration method 

described in Section 2 using the public-use data files available for both surveys. For comparison, we also 

show the results of calibrating without adjusting the variance estimates for the random controls, referred to 

below as the “naive” method because it ignores the variability of the controls in the variance estimates. To 

compare the variance estimation methods for survey variables that are not control variables, we will also 

show estimates for domains defined by crosstabs of residency and sex. 

While the replication methods of the two FHWAR surveys are different, they both use = =160CR R  

replicates. Referring to expression (2.1), the replication constant for the DAGJK method of the 50-State 

survey is = 159 160A  and the corresponding constant for the SDR method of the National survey is 

= 4 160,CA  both available from their respective survey documentation. Hence, the replication adjustment 

constants ra  in (2.10) are equal to 2 159  for =1, , .r R  

The estimates we will consider are all estimated domain counts, so we define the target variable 

{ }=
di i Uy I   for a domain of interest .dU  For the 144 domains defined by the raking dimensions, we write 

the estimated domain counts as { }
ˆ = , = 1, ,144.

kk i i Us
t w I k  Likewise, the control totals are estimated 

domain counts from the National survey, so the auxiliary variable vector is = ,i ix I  a vector of length 144 

containing the indicators for inclusion of respondent i  in the control domains , =1, ,144,kU k  and let 

, { }
ˆ = .

kC
C k Ci i Us

t w I   We denote the vector of control totals as 
,1 ,144

ˆ ˆ ˆ= ( , , )T

C C Ct tt  and the adjusted 

replicate control totals are 
*( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ2 159 ( ).r r

C C C C= + −t t t t  

In order to implement the Fuller (1998) method, we estimated the variance-covariance matrix of the 

control totals ˆ ˆ( )C CV t  using the National survey replicate weights. The spectral decomposition of this 
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matrix resulted in a set of 144 eigenvectors iq  and associated eigenvalues ,i  for =1, ,144.i  Following 

Fuller (1998), we obtain a set of 144 vectors iv  satisfying  

 
144

1

ˆ ˆ( ) ,C C i i

i

V t
=

= v v   

where = ,i i iv q  for =1, ,144.i  Finally, the adjusted replicate controls are *( ) 160

2
ˆ ˆ=r

C C r+t t v  for 

=1, ,144r  and *( )ˆ ˆ=r

C Ct t  for =145, ,160.r  This points to a drawback of the Fuller (1998) method: 

while our approach perturbs the control totals of all 160 replicates, this method only perturbs a fraction of 

them in this case. In addition, 30 of the 144 eigenvalues were nearly zero, 18 of which less than zero due 

to floating point error. We truncated the 18 negative eigenvalues to zero, and left the rest unchanged. 

Hence, to the extent that not all replicates contribute to variance estimates for some survey estimates (e.g., 

domain totals), there is a risk that the sample-based calibration will be imperfectly reflected in the 

variance estimates. In general, we expect that a larger number of replicates will be perturbed using our 

approach, since the estimated variance-covariance matrix of the control totals can only be reliably 

estimated if its dimension is suitably smaller than .CR  

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the estimates and standard errors, respectively, for domains defined by 

residency and sex, before and after calibration. The first four rows contain the results for marginal totals 

for raking variables, which are exactly calibrated, while the last four are totals that correspond to the 

intersection of raking dimensions and are therefore not exactly calibrated. 

Both surveys are representative of the same target population, but the estimates and associated standard 

errors differ, reflecting both sampling variability as well as different calibration approaches applied by the 

two survey organizations. As Table 4.1 confirms, after the 50-state survey is raked to the National survey, 

the estimated totals for domains defined as exact calibration domains indeed match exactly between both 

surveys. For the domains defined by the crosstabulation of residency and sex, the raked estimates for the 

50-State survey are close but not identical to those of the National survey. 

 
Table 4.1 

Population estimates before and after calibration, rounded to the nearest integer, after scaling by 3
10  

 

Domain Before Calibration After Calibration 

  50-State National  

Residency: Urban 203,445 208,695 208,695 

 Rural 51,511 45,991 45,991 

Sex: Male 128,276 121,775 121,775 

 Female 126,680 132,911 132,911 

Rural: Male 99,547 98,511 98,089 

Female 103,898 110,184 110,607 

Urban: Male 28,729 23,264 23,686 

Female 22,782 22,727 22,305 
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Table 4.2 shows the standard errors obtained by the two replication methods with adjusted control 

totals and by the naive method, which does not account for the randomness of the control totals. By 

construction, the proposed replication-based adjustment method and the Fuller (1998) method lead to 

identical variance estimates for domains that are used in the calibration. These variance estimates are also 

equal to those from the control survey in this case. This reflects the fact that the variance component 

corresponding to the first term in (2.5) is set to 0 for the control totals, while the variance component for 

the second term is exactly equal to the control survey variance estimate in the case of raking. Because that 

variance component is ignored in the naive method, the variance estimates are equal to zero. For the 

estimated totals for domains defined as the crosstabulation of residency and sex, the variance estimates of 

the two methods are not identical but close (within 8% of each other), reflecting the fact that both are 

consistent for the asymptotic variance (2.5). The variance estimates under the naive method are smaller 

than the variance estimates under the other two calibration methods, leading to an obviously incorrect 

result due to not accounting for the variance in the random control totals. For other variables, the variance 

is still expected to be underestimated under the naive method, due to the fact that the second term in the 

asymptotic variance (2.5) is ignored. 

 
Table 4.2 

Standard errors of population estimates before and after calibration, rounded to the nearest integer, after 

scaling by 3
10  

 

Domain Before Calibration After Calibration 

  50-State National Naive Fuller Proposed 

Residency: Urban 1,922 2,664 0 2,664 2,664 

 Rural 1,922 2,598 0 2,598 2,598 

Sex: Male 2,117 1,074 0 1,074 1,074 

 Female 2,117 1,112 0 1,112 1,112 

Rural: Male 2,118 1,399 853 1,658 1,533 

Female 2,514 1,797 853 1,964 1,970 

Urban: Male 1,595 1,449 853 1,709 1,641 

Female 979 1,271 853 1,470 1,547 

 
5. Conclusions 
 

We have proposed an approach to account for sample-based calibration in the variance estimates. The 

approach applies to situations in which both the survey being calibrated and the survey providing the 

calibration controls use replicate variance estimation, as is often the case in large-scale government 

surveys. The replication methods in each are arbitrary, as long as they are both valid for their specific 

surveys. We described the approach for the cases of calibration by regression estimation (including 

post-stratification) and raking, two commonly used methods in practice, and we anticipate it would work 

similarly for other types, such as the general calibration estimators of Deville and Särndal (1992). 
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The main alternative to the proposed method is that of Fuller (1998). Relative to that method, an 

important advantage of our approach is that it does not require computation of the estimated 

variance-covariance matrix of the control totals, so that it is very straightforward to implement. In the 

typical application in which the number of control totals is smaller than the number of replicates, another 

potential advantage of the proposed method is that the perturbations will be applied across a larger 

fraction of the replicates. This reduces the risk of computing replicate variance estimates that do not fully 

reflect the variability of the control totals. For instance, this can occur when only a subset of the replicates 

contributes to the variance estimate of a domain mean. If these replicates are mostly unperturbed, the 

resulting variance estimate can underestimate the variance. Further investigation of the performance of the 

proposed method when the number of replicates of the two surveys are different appears warranted. 
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